
Chapter 8: Real
The rumored thieves’ guild was a masquerade for impostors.

The party who sanctioned the impostors by suspicious means 
found the Blue Tear of the Spirit at the top of the tower...

Area 1: Larva East Tower Entrance

Bint
Hmm!
The morning sun is dazzlingly bright!

Bell It feels nice after doing a good deed.

Bill What’s next?

Bell Next is...

Bint
The search for a digital pet!
It was so cute in the photo!

Area 2: East Shield Ur Vand

Vanilla Do you always do this?

Bell Well, generally speaking, yes.

Bell Hunting bounties, raising pets, buying jewelry.

Elemia That must wear you young’uns out, huh?

Vanilla
Hmm? Elemia, what did you say just now?
Hmm?

Elemia …

Vanilla Did you just talk like an old man?

Elemia Grrrrr...

Vanilla
I don’t like it...
Silly old man talk.

Elemia It's better than talking like an old lady!

Area 3: East Shield Ur Vand

Vanilla Oh, someone’s come here too.

??? Nice to meet you, travelers.

Vanilla Nice to meet you. I feel like I’ve seen this face somewhere before…

Bell Ah, a real appearance?

Setsuna
I am the master of unHappy Choice.
My name is Setsuna.

Setsuna It seems you’ve all come down a long way.

Vanilla Hmm! Eliminate her immediately!



NAVICO Why are you being so domineering?

Area 4: East Purifying Forest

Setsuna Thank you for getting rid of our impostors this time.

Setsuna This one here is Karin.

Karin Haha! Hello!

Setsuna This one is Suuren.

Suuren Hey.

Vanilla
The real one is that character...
I wonder if the impostor intended to imitate you…

Area 5: East Purifying Forest

Bell
Why did you guys do what you did?
It's not unusual for an impostor to appear.

Setsuna
It's not a big deal.
I used to give them a proper scolding by causing mischief with my guild.

Suuren
That’s why a scolding by the princess is so terrible.
I can't stand it!

Setsuna
I've been trying to make a difference...
but it seems that there is no need for that.

Karin
That's why.
Someone like that will do it so we can collect reliefs.

Vanilla Reliefs?!

Area 6: Magion Highway

Vanilla
Did you say relief?!
Are you talking about reliefs?!

Karin Huh? There are other people who know about the reliefs?

Setsuna
Oh, how strange.
No, perhaps it should be called fate.

Bell What are the reliefs?

Elemia
It is said that if you collect all of them, your wish will come true and chaos will be 
suppressed.

Bint Oh! I wonder if the dragon will appear!

Elemia
That would be neat!
As expected, Bint! You know about it too!

Setsuna I heard that information on the reliefs can be found in the Mar Gud ruins in the south.

Setsuna I was thinking of going there after I’m done punishing the imposter.



Vanilla Can we come along too?!

Setsuna …

Setsuna It’s up to you.

Area 7: Castle Town of Seleca

Bell
Well, we will be looking for pets in the city.
Over here...

Elemia Oh, thank you for everything.

Bint
It was fun! See you later!
Let's go see the giant anteater next time!

Vanilla
Huh, yeah... I'm looking forward to it.
A Giant anteater...

Bill *Nod*

Player *Nod*

Bell Oh, and here…

Bell
Our member addresses.
Please contact us if anything happens.

Elemia I’m sorry for any trouble we caused.

Bell You really helped us! See you again!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Everyone! See you again!
Hmm…

NAVICO
Removing party members...
The Caterpillars are now out of the party.

Karin Gahhh, you ruined the moment!

Area 8: South Seleca

Elemia So, are the Mar Gud ruins far from here?

Suuren It's not too far, just beyond the Great Wall.

Elemia That's right. That’s good, Vanilla.

Vanilla How is it that everyone knows what I care about most?!

Elemia Because you’re predictable.

NAVICO
You know the information you don't want to know, right?
There’s wilderness beyond the Great Wall!

Vanilla Hehe. I'll do my best in the wilderness!

Elemia Always staying positive...

Area 9: South Seleca

Vanilla Oh, that’s right.



Are the two of you really have a brother and sister complex?

Elemia Frankly I wish you wouldn’t ask things like that.

Karin
Ahaha, how rude to call it a brother complex. Ha!
I want you to call it the Suuren Complex!

Elemia Suuren Complex, eh?

Karin I like Suu, but I like Setsu more.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Suu? Setsu?

Suuren Suu is me and Setsu is the princess.

Setsuna Karin, please don’t call me that in public…

Suuren That’s impossible for my sister.

Karin
That’s true.
Setsu is Setsu, so I’ll call her Setsu, right?

Vanilla Well, as rumored…

Area 10: The Great Wall

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

A nickname, huh? It’s nice.

NAVICO Ah, I was completely inspired.

Elemia Don't call me Eromia.

Vanilla Don't call me Bunny.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Grrr...

Area 11: The Great Wall

Black Name Raaaaaawwwwwwwwrrrrrr!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

The Black Name is like a gatekeeper.

Elemia
This is my first time seeing this...
Is this The Great Wall?
It's amazing.

NAVICO It seems that it was made to prevent foreign enemies from crossing the sea.

NAVICO In the old days when each country was still in a state of war…

Vanilla NAVICO! I swear I'll leave you behind!

NAVICO …

Area 12: Desiccated Field

NAVICO Ms. Wolf.



Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What?

NAVICO Haven't those two been terrible to us lately?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Definitely...

NAVICO
I think we were too obedient.
So they got carried away.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I see, that's it?

NAVICO
If you show me a little rebellion, you must have been fooled by the different reaction 
than the usual.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh! You really run hot and cold, don’t you?!

NAVICO It ’s a little different, but definitely...

Vanilla Fal-fal, do you eat pudding?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I do!

*Trot trot trot*

NAVICO …

Vanilla Hehe.

NAVICO
Grrrr…
Are you two colluding against me?!

Area 13: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud

Vanilla We’re here!

Setsuna It's rougher than I expected.

Elemia
Is it a dungeon-shaped ruin?
It doesn't look so rough inside.

Vanilla Then I'll dive in right away!

Chapter 9: Ruined Civilization
The real one of the three Setsunas who was being impersonated appeared.

When they hear that they are also collecting reliefs, 
the party heads to a ruin together...

Area 1: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 1st Floor

Setsuna
Now...
Can I ask you something?

Vanilla ?

Setsuna It seems that…



It looks like you already have a relief?

Vanilla How did you know?!

Elemia You don't have to act like that…

Vanilla Weird atmosphere! Weird atmosphere!

Area 2: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 2nd Floor

Setsuna Is it okay if keep going?

Elemia Be my guest.

Setsuna Who is your most compatible person?

Vanilla Compatible person?

Karin
Geez!
You’re bad at guessing.
It means the one who touches the relief!

Suuren The three of us transformed into Black Names.

Karin
Gaaah!
That was the worst.

Vanilla
That means...
Is that a relief too?

Setsuna
There is a connection there.
By the way, the Compatible Person is me.

Area 3: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 3rd Floor

Vanilla This is the one who can touch the relief here.

Player *Nod*

Vanilla That said, I just changed into a Black Name, but Elemia and Wolfie haven't.

Karin
What if you touch it?
Maybe you’re unexpectedly compatible?

Elemia I should refrain, I don't want to disappear again.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Same...

Area 4: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 4th Floor

Elemia Does that mean you have a relief?

Suuren Well, when we got it, my sister and I were touching it.

Setsuna I was surprised and had no choice but to leave.

Karin
The siblings getting along well with the Black Names!
We go well together, Suu.

Suuren That’s right, sis!



Elemia Those two...

Area 5: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 5th Floor

Vanilla Is this the place where the relief was?

Setsuna No, that would probably be... Seleca's Central Altar.

Elemia "Probably" is another weird phrase. Did you go by yourselves?

Karin That's right, we were at Crying Dragon Mountain.

Suuren The gate suddenly shines, and when you notice it, it's the Central Altar.

Area 6: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 6th Floor

Setsuna
The moment I found the relief at the Central Altar and handed it to the two of them, they 
became Black Names.

Setsuna
I couldn't win against the two of them at the same time, so I withdrew using a transfer 
spell.

Setsuna
Immediately after that, when I returned to the Central Altar with some guild members, 
there was no sign of them or the relief.

Vanilla What a strange story.

Setsuna
However…
There was one thing I was worried about.

Elemia Something you were worried about?

Setsuna There hadn’t been anyone on the Central Altar.

Vanilla What?!

Area 7: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 7th Floor

Vanilla I was surprised by the force, but is there something strange?

Elemia You...

Setsuna Usually, when it comes to the Central Altar of Seleca, the priests take turns praying.

Elemia That doesn't change except for the annual Rite of the Godless. 

Elemia By the way, when does that take place?

Setsuna Certainly it was the 9th day of last month…

Elemia What?!

Area 8: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 8th Floor

Vanilla Oh no… it’s imitating me.

Elemia
No, Vanilla.
Speaking of the 9th day of last month...

Vanilla Ah! That was the day I became a Black Name…



Elemia
Rather than when we got the relief.
Do you know what time it was?

Setsuna I think it was around the evening.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

When this one heard the voice of God…

Player *Nod*

Area 9: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 9th Floor

Elemia Well, that's right, when this guy got the relief, something went wrong with the system.

Elemia My view is that the abnormality at that time acted on the gate and caused a malfunction.

Elemia (Rather than leading the compatible person to the relief?)

Area 10: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 10th Floor

Black Name Rooooooooaaaaaaaarrrrrr!

Vanilla
It's strong, but ineffective...
Why do they die so easily?

NAVICO
Wasn’t Master the one who defeated it?
And please don’t take my signature phrase.

Area 11: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 11th Floor

Flatley Lookie here. Well, hello everyone. ＾＾
Suuren Oh, Flatley, it’s been a while.

Karin Nooo, it can’t be Flatley.

Setsuna
We haven’t heard from you in a long time.
You look well.

Elemia She’s a popular person with a large social network, after all.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Uh, I'm not jealous!

Area 12: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 12th Floor

Vanilla Why are you here, Flatley?

Flatley Naturally it would be a historical survey, would it not?＾＾
Vanilla Naturally…

Flatley
This is where everything on this continent is packed.
It is no exaggeration to say that it is a place with huge historical value.＾＾

Vanilla Hmmm...

Setsuna Flatley, how’s the case study?

Flatley !



Flatley I have it here, so I'll email you later.＾＾
Setsuna Thank you.

Flatley I also found "interesting things."

Setsuna That sounds fun.

Vanilla （What? I feel strange now...）

Area 13: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 13th Floor

Flatley Well, I'll be around here.＾＾
Setsuna See you later!

Vanilla
Ah, hehe.
See you!

Elemia You didn’t make-up a character like I remembered…

Area 14: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 14th Floor

Elemia If you don't want to answer, you don't have to answer, but...

Elemia What kind of research are you asking Flatley to do?

Setsuna Elemia...

Setsuna
It's been almost 30 years since the panic around global warming.
I would like to hear your opinion on it.

Elemia
Well... I don't want to answer that...
Is it alright?

Area 15: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 15th Floor

Vanilla
The 15th floor?
Are we almost there?

Elemia Why don't you call her?

Vanilla Ok.

Vanilla …

Vanilla Lilikaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!

Lilika
I’m not hereeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
Here...
Here...

Vanilla You’re here after all, I’ll abduct you!

Area 16: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud BOSS

Lilika Yahoo!

Vanilla Don’t take too long!

Lilika What do you mean?



I just want to descend quietly.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

We could be anywhere underground…

Lilika Wait a second. Who are you?

Vanilla Try to guess!

Lilika
That evil aura must be Cocole.
Did you make another character?

Vanilla I'm glad you guessed it, but it feels complicated...

Area 17: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 17th Floor

Lilika So, why the change?

Vanilla Well...

Lilika …

Vanilla …

Lilika Well, please excuse me.

*Grab*

Lilika So what’s the deal?!

Vanilla If you run away, I'll want to chase after you.＾＾
Elemia Even though you’re a rabbit, are you a chaser?

Area 18: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 18th Floor

Lilika I'm still busy!

Vanilla What did you come here for, Lilika?

Lilika Actually, I heard that there is a hint to the castle in the sky here and rushed over!

Vanilla
Castle in the sky, eh?
Didn't you give up on that yet?

Lilika ?!

Area 19: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 19th Floor

Lilika In fact, the castle in the sky is said to have been derived from this continent.

Lilika Do you not know the story of the three wise men?

Vanilla Three wise men?

Lilika Great men who once built a magical city on this continent.

Lilika There was a legend that one of the three wise men built a castle in the sky!

Vanilla Three wise men, eh?

Area 20: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 20th Floor



Lilika Your faces are unfamiliar to me.

Setsuna Our faces are?

Lilika You shouldn't get involved with this villainous, wicked rabbit too much!

Setsuna Oh? I can't lose to maliciousness, right?

Suuren The princess is a malicious assassin-type!

Karin
By the time I noticed her wickedness, I had been killed!
A Setsuna citation.

Vanilla Huh, hmmm.

Lilika
Uh huh.
(What’s with these people! I'm scared!)

Area 21: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 21st Floor

Vanilla Doesn't it look so angry?

Suuren It does...

Suuren
For example, a man who spends a little time with his sister...
Is he misanthropic the next day?

Setsuna I was curious about what you would say, so I just talked a little.

Suuren
A teacher who was relentlessly hostile to us...
Do they suddenly resign?

Setsuna I just discussed how to be a teacher.

Suuren
A yankee who quarreled with a princess in the city...
Is he suddenly cut by a boy?

Setsuna No matter how scary you are, humans can understand each other through discussions.

Vanilla Wow...

Setsuna But I'm a human who harms those who love me…

Setsuna I just can’t forgive myself.

Setsuna’s made a big smile at that moment.

Her eyes weren't smiling though...

Area 22: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 22nd Floor

Lilika As expected, the tension rises as you get deeper!

Vanilla That’s you as ever.

Lilika
Lilika?
How long have you been playing that game?

Vanilla Huh? Lilika?

Lilika Mom! I'm talking to a friend for a moment!

Lilika I always say that you will regret it in the future if you don't study properly!

Vanilla This is... could it be?



Lilika
Mom! For the love of God!
Please wait 5 more minutes!

Lilika You always do that. It’s always ‘5 more minutes’ with you.

Lilika
Everyone, 
I’m sorry, but I have to go!

*Whoosh*

Vanilla …

Elemia Was that the rumored mom of Lilika?

Vanilla Mothers aren’t good at reading the mood for some reason…

Area 23: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud 23rd Floor

Vanilla
Lilika…
I won't let your sacrifice go to waste!

Elemia
No... She’s not dead...
But in another sense she is.

Area 24: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths 24th Floor

Elemia From here on things change a bit.

Setsuna Suddenly the atmosphere became gloomy.

Elemia Is this... a mural?

Area 25: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths 25th Floor

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla, something is written on the wall here.

Vanilla Uh, "The Three Wisemen combined their wisdom to create four towers."

Vanilla What could that be about?

Area 26: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths 26th Floor

Suuren Sis, there's graffiti here too.

Karin Let’s see...

Karin Gaaaah! How troublesome!

Setsuna
Geez, you guys...
"Three wisemen, one to the west, one to the east, one to heaven."

Setsuna I wonder if it is the history of this continent.

Area 27: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths 27th Floor

Elemia Oh, found something, I found something.



"The wise man follows XX and prospers as a city."

Elemia I can't read it because the letters are faint…

Elemia However, it is strange because it looks ephemeral and erotic!

NAVICO Please be considerate, Ms. Eromia.

Area 28: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths 28th Floor

Setsuna There is also a mural over there.

Elemia
What the...?
"Two intellects, eventually to war."

Elemia "Foolish children, they use magical weapons and provoke the wrath of God."

Elemia "Prosperous wisdom perishes here."

Setsuna
By the way, the current Seleca was originally on the ground.
When it was rebuilt, it became a floating city, right?

Elemia Is the "Duck's Cauldron" in the west a remnant of magical weapons?

Area 29: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths 29th Floor

Elemia I see, I'm connected!

Vanilla ?

Setsuna It seems so.

Vanilla
Eek!
Please explain properly!

Elemia In other words, two magical cities, an anomalous gate, an empty altar.

Elemia The criminal is inside!

NAVICO
I thought I would say...
And why is your fingertip pointed at me again?

Setsuna In other words...

Setsuna
It wasn't Seleca that was sent flying, but the western magical city of Zel Magion, which is
said to have disappeared.

Vanilla Hmm? In other words, Zel Magion hasn't disappeared and exists somewhere...?

Black Name Roooooooaaaaaarrrrrr!

Vanilla
I'm a little busy right now!
Black Name!
Eeeek!

Area 30: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths BOSS 29th Floor

Black Name Raaaaaawwwwwwrrrr!

Vanilla
Why you!
You startled me!



*Crunch*

Elemia
Kicking the corpse that came out...
They don’t make cute characters anymore.

Vanilla
After all, there is a relief on the altar of Zel Magion which “should have” disappeared, 
right?

Elemia Seems that way.

Elemia I have to find a way to get to the “should have” disappeared Zel Magion somehow.

NAVICO
Say there are people still living in Zel Magion.
How about going to Faye Hunters' Village?

Elemia Hmm, is that the only one?

Area 31: Abandoned Underground Capital Depths 30th Floor

Vanilla
This seems to be the last one.
"Three wise men repented and sealed their wisdom in the three towers."

Vanilla
Speaking of the three towers, I wonder if they are the East Tower of Larva, the 
abandoned Demon Tower, and the North Tower of Shuna?

Elemia
I don't know!
Let's go to Faye Hunters' Village for the time being!

Setsuna Three towers... wisdom…

Chapter 10: Accompanied by a Guardian
The group got information about the location of reliefs from the ruins found at

Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud.
Aiming for further destinations, the journey continues...

Area 1: Abandoned Underground Capital Mar Gud

Elemia I'm surprised that the "should have disappeared" magical city of Zel Magion existed.

Setsuna There are many examples in the world where "should” was not the case.

Vanilla
That's right.
I “should” have had a boyfriend when I became a high school student…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I “should” have a lot of friends at school…

Elemia I “should” be building a bookshelf right mow as well...

NAVICO That's a convenient "should,” though.

Area 2: Desiccated Field

Elemia I know where the relief is, but what if there is no way to get there?

Setsuna We are thinking of going to Crying Dragon Mountain.



Elemia
Crying Dragon Mountain?
Is that the place you went when you were erroneously transferred?

Setsuna Yeah, if you look closely there again, you might find out something.

Elemia
I see.
So do we look for information in Faye Hunters' Village?
It’ll more efficient if we split up.

Area 3: The Great Wall

Setsuna
Anyway...
It’s too bad...

Vanilla Hmm?

Setsuna I won’t be able to see your comedy routines anymore...

Vanilla I don’t do comedy routines, though...

Area 4: South Seleca

Vanilla But can't we go halfway together?

Setsuna
I thought about that too...
I'm thinking of going by ship.

Elemia
Ship, eh?
Well, if it's to Crying Dragon Mountain, that might be faster.

Area 5: South Seleca

Vanilla By the way, I couldn't get on the ship before.

NAVICO Because it was a gate made to look like a ship as the punch line to the joke.

Vanilla Don’t tell me it was a joke...

Area 6: Magion Highway

Setsuna By the way, we will take our leave here.

Suuren See you later.

Karin See you round if you’re still alive.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Uh, see you again soon...
Stay safe...

Vanilla I won't say that because I’ll be back again.

Setsuna Here, take this...

Elemia ?

Setsuna
This is my member address.
Please contact me if you have any new information.

Elemia Okay, be well!



NAVICO unHappyChoice has left the party.

Area 7: Magion Highway

Vanilla Where is Faye Hunters' Village?

NAVICO On a hill heading northwest from here.

Vanilla Aside from being far away, I feel endless anxiety on hilltops.…

Area 8: Magion Highway

Vanilla Why is it a hunters’ village?

NAVICO Because there are many hunters living there…

Vanilla What other theories are there?!

NAVICO
There is a theory that it is a village for a clan that hunts gladiators who have escaped from
the arena.

Vanilla Scary!

Area 9: Magion Highway

Tiger of 
Revenge

Falderia, I’m hurt, I’m hurt!

Vanilla She’s not here.

Elemia Must have misspoke.

NAVICO Fumbled your words.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What happened to you now?

Tiger of 
Revenge

This time it won't be like it used to be!
I brought my master!

Vanilla Wow. You are accompanied by a guardian?

Tiger of 
Revenge

Say what you want!
Master!

Atora You call and I appear, the solitary warrior, Atora, is here!

Elemia Mmm, this one can do it!

Tiger of 
Revenge

I'll take revenge today!
Falderia!

Area 10: Border Town, Isaac

Atora Wait a minute!

Tiger of 
Revenge

?!

Wolf of the ?!



Wilderness

Atora Did you just say revenge?

Tiger of 
Revenge

That’s right...

Atora I was summoned for this?

Tiger of 
Revenge

Yeah...

Atora It seems that a little punishment is needed.

Tiger of 
Revenge

Eeeeek!

Area 11: Magion Highway

Tiger of 
Revenge

*Heavy breathing*

Atora
Well, would you be Wolf?
I'm sorry about my Tiger.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh?

Atora
I wanted them to fight together, so I thought it was a duel...
but it was revenge...

Tiger of 
Revenge

I’m sorry!
Agh...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

No problem…
I’m not bothered by it.

Elemia (She’s speaking normally in this much shock...)

Atora
Even so, revenge is unusual.
Would you like to talk about your reasons?

Tiger of 
Revenge

Actually… (blah blah blah… long story...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What?!

Area 12: Magion Highway

Atora In other words, you used to be bullied and got thrown away like a rag, right?

Tiger of 
Revenge

That's right!
Those guys were terrible!

Vanilla Wolf is terrible.

Elemia As expected of Wolf.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

No!
You misunderstand me!



Area 13: Magion Highway

Tiger of 
Revenge

What's the misunderstanding?
You use people as gofers in distant cities!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Two people are needed to help ambush prey and to get loot!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

And... I also wanted time to get the best Friend Pot for snacks...

NAVICO
Friend Pot... an item with a rarity of .★★★★
It has the effect of increasing the density of friends.

Tiger of 
Revenge

You knew I would lose in the duel and you let me do it!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Are duels fun? I was curious about that, so I wanted to be shown the fun of dueling.…

NAVICO At least you should duel with someone of the same rank.

Tiger of 
Revenge

I was always bullied and beaten up!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I think that by practicing you will become stronger and understand the fun of dueling…

Tiger of 
Revenge

You would suddenly surprise me and laugh at me from the darkness!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I would surprise you at your birthday party…

Tiger of 
Revenge

In the end, you abandoned me and disappeared somewhere without saying anything!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Can you say that you’re going to a leisure event to change my name?

Atora
Oh...
In other words...
You guys didn't misunderstand each other!

Tiger of 
Revenge

No!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What?!

Area 14: Magion Highway

Vanilla In other words... everything that Wolf was doing in good faith has backfired.

Atora Well, that's not the case.

Elemia It's a collaboration between incomprehensible love and a head that can't keep up...



Area 15: Forest of Distortion

Atora Well, let's take this opportunity to make up for it.

Atora Be honest, Tiger.

Tiger of 
Revenge

Uh... Master…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I didn’t hate you originally...

Tiger of 
Revenge

Uh... Falderia...
*Sniffle sniffle*

Elemia Don’t get agitated… ^ ^;

Area 16: Faye Pass

Vanilla I wasn't aware of it with just the two of us, but this is a pretty slope.

NAVICO
This is called Faye Pass, a road that was opened long ago by the creators of Faye Hunters'
Village.

Vanilla I wanted you to proceed more slowly anyway!

NAVICO You can pave the way for yourself…

Area 17: Faye Pass

Vanilla We’re here!

NAVICO Let’s go ask around for information.

Elemia Why are you telling us what to do?

Area 18: Faye Hunters' Village

Village NPC Drink this and get well…

Vanilla
Thank you.
I'd like to hear about the Magical City Zel Magion…

Village NPC Sorry, I don't know about that.

Vanilla About the Magical City Zel Magion…

Village NPC Sorry, I don't know about that.

Vanilla Hehe...

Village NPC Sorry, I don't know about that.

Vanilla …

Vanilla This is why I dislike NPCs…

Area 19: Faye Hunters' Village

Wolf of the Gaaaah!



Wilderness

Elemia
What’s wrong, Wolf?
A phantom?!

Red Shadow
Roooooooaaaaaarrrr...
Delete...

Vanilla
It's been a while!
Let’s finish it!

Player *Nod*

NAVICO Do it yourself…

Area 20: Faye Hunters' Village

Red Shadow Del… del… ete...

Player …

Vanilla Hmm! If you’re looking for the reborn Vanilla, she’s right here!

NAVICO She’s...

Elemia
Anyway...
Wolf's "cha!" was fresh

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Don’t say that!

NAVICO A PC has fallen down over there!

???
Ilia... is it safe...?
In the cave…

Vanilla
In the cave? I wonder.
Elemia, can you go help that guy for a moment?

Elemia Got it.

Area 21: Faye Hunters' Village

Aron
Thank you.
My name is Aron.

Aron I told Ilia to escape to here in times of trouble…

Aron Oh, my companion’s name is Ilia.

Vanilla Can I help you look for something?

Aron
Really?
That helps a lot!

Chapter 11: Rite of Passage
A phantom attacks the party who had resolved their misunderstandings, 

regained their friendship, and gained a victory.



New encounters for those who keep pushing aside the enemy...

Area 1: Cave of Losers, Level 1

Atora
Then, will I be free soon?
I'm not good at being too busy.

Tiger of 
Revenge

Then, I wonder if I will go too...
Well then, bye, Falderia... I mean, Wolf of the Wilderness!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, let’s play again sometime!

Tiger of 
Revenge

I will train harder and win next time!

Area 2: Cave of Losers, Level 2

Aron Thank you again for your help

Elemia
A phantom may come again.
It would be better to get moving.

Vanilla Right, but isn't it okay to say thank you?

Elemia Keep quiet or you’ll make a mess of things.

Area 3: Cave of Losers, Level 3

Aron Were you in the middle of an adventure?

Elemia
We're looking for a piece of the Sin Dragon's Relief, but we have to keep gathering 
information.

Vanilla Oh yeah, have you heard of the Magical City Zel Magion?

Aron
No, unfortunately I haven’t.
Sorry I can’t be of more help.

Area 4: Cave of Losers, Level 4

Aron If you want to gather information, why not do it in the arena?

Aron Good information gathers around strong people.

Elemia
Arena Clua Cross, you mean?
That makes sense.

Area 5: Cave of Losers, Level 5

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

If you're a strong guy, it's best to ask Nanami!
Because she’s the top ranker!

Vanilla The question is whether I can meet a champ like her.

Wolf of the It’s fine!



Wilderness I’m a rival!

Vanilla You really think so, but...

Area 6: Cave of Losers, Level 6

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

When push comes to shove, even if you beat them in a duel...

Vanilla I won’t.

Area 7: Cave of Losers, Level 7

Aron
Ilia!
Where did you go?

Elemia …I have no answer for that.

Vanilla Did you go all the way?

Area 8: Cave of Losers, Level 8

Elemia How far did Ilia and the others go?

Aron Ahaha, she’s pretty timid.

Elemia
Are you scared to go down into the depths of the cave?
No matter how you look it at it…

Aron Ahaha…

Vanilla Eh... really?

Area 9: Cave of Losers, Level 9

Aron I'd like to tell you something before joining Ilia…

Vanilla Oh, what would that be?

Aron I'm sorry for talking about real life, but in fact, I know Ilia.

Aron
She has been scared since she was little...
Or rather, she’s very anxious around strangers.

Elemia I see, so she’s shy?

Area 10: Cave of Losers, Level 10

Aron She may take a rude attitude towards everyone.

Aron I'm sorry if that happens, but it would be helpful if you could not let it bother you.

Elemia If that’s the case, I understand.

Vanilla Well, I'm not sure, but OK. ♪

Elemia You are a little uneasy…



Area 11: Cave of Losers, Level 11

Vanilla Are you childhood friends?

Aron
Yes, when we were little, our houses were next to each other...
I still feel like we’re siblings.

Aron Maybe she’s shy because I was the only one she had around to play with…

Vanilla I see.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Ha! You’re a winner! You have a close friend!
I envy you!

Aron A winner?

Vanilla I'm sorry, this kid is sick.

Area 12: Cave of Losers, Level 12

Aron I moved a few years ago due to my housing situation…

Aron
We were estranged for a while.
Then she had a little problem…

Elemia A problem?

Aron She withdrew from making new friends.

Elemia I see. Things like that tend to happen.

Area 13: Cave of Losers, Level 13

Aron So at least I'm by her side now…

Aron I have to be with her even in the game…

Aron With that in mind, I recommended The World to her.

Elemia Ugh... I'm weak in the knees.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You're a good guy… *Glance over*

Vanilla
Hmm?
Wow, why are you glancing over here?

Area 14: Cave of Losers, Level 14

Aron
Oh, even if you join up with Ilia,
please keep the previous story secret.

Elemia Oh, of course!

NAVICO Elemia is not good at keeping secrets, so be careful.

Area 15: Cave of Losers, Level 15

Aron But... Ilia's shyness



hasn't gone away yet, has it?

Aron I wonder if she’s too pampered... ahaha.

Elemia Well, it seems like a difficult problem.

Area 16: Cave of Losers, Level 16

Vanilla
After all it is not good to be too spoiled!
Wolfie thinks so too, right?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Uh... I think it's good to be indulgent once in a while!

Vanilla
We’ll train relentlessly and 
raise them as strong children.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Becoming Vanilla is harder than ever!

Area 17: Cave of Losers, Level 17

……

Aron
Huh?
I can hear Ilia's voice now…

Vanilla
What?
I didn’t hear anything... What about you, Elemia?

Elemia I couldn't hear anything either…

Aron
No, I heard something from over there.
Let's go!

Vanilla
Ah!
He ran at a speed I have never seen before...

Elemia Let’s catch up!

Area 18: Cave of Losers, Level 18

*Grin*

Aron
Ilia!
I'll be there soon, so wait for me!

Vanilla
I heard it!
It's faint, but I did hear it!

Elemia I don't think this is a work that can be done with anymore…

...Rooooaaarrrr...

Vanilla I heard a different voice?!

Elemia
A Black Name?!
Hurry up!!

Player *Nod*



Area 19: Cave of Losers, Level 19

Black Name Roooooooaaaaaaaarrrrrr...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

This thing was persistent!
Alright, it's gone!

Aron
Ilia!
We’re okay now, Ilia.

Ilia
Yeah…
I was scared... brother!

Elemia
It’s okay.
We can relax now.

Ilia Huh? Who are you?

Aron Oh, the people who searched with me for you.

Ilia Ah, hmm.

Vanilla
Hehe.
Something has got me feeling really wary.

Area 20: Cave of Losers, Level 20

Elemia Let me introduce myself again when the two of us are together.

Elemia I’m Elemia and this is...

Vanilla
Hehe.
I’m Vanilla!

NAVICO I hate trying to make an impression on a character as if they’d remembered it…

Vanilla
Come on now, NAVICO ♪
That kind of thing is critical in the beginning ♪

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, I’m Wolf of the Wilderness!
That's right... Let’s duel immediately.

Ilia Epp!

Vanilla
Come on ♪
Strike, Wolfie ♪

Ilia ……

Elemia Are you left speechless?

Area 21: Cave of Losers, Level 21

Aron
Well, as for us... I'm Aron
And this is…

Ilia
…Ah, umm...
……

Aron Uhh, this is Ilia.



Elemia I see, she's more shy than I expected.

Area 22: Cave of Losers, Level 22

Elemia Oh, I forgot to introduce this one too.

Player ……

Ilia ……

Player *Nod*

Ilia Oh, yes, hello.

Elemia They understood each other?!

Area 23: Cave of Losers, Level 23

Vanilla But it was a disaster, wasn't it scary?

Ilia ……(Whispering)

Aron
Uh, she said she was very scared.
Haha...

Vanilla (Is he... an interpreter?)

Area 24: Cave of Losers, Level 24

Elemia Has Ilia just started playing The World?

Ilia ……(Whispering)

Aron I was the first to start, and I just invited her the other day, right?

Ilia *Nod*

Elemia
I see.
Nice to meet you…

Area 25: Cave of Losers, Level 25

Ilia ……

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Umm… about a duel with me...

Vanilla
No can do on a duel, doggo ♪
Big sister will get angry ♪

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You’re scary in many ways, Vanilla…

Area 26: Cave of Losers, Level 26

Vanilla Oh! I can see the exit ♪

Elemia It took a long time. Thank you to both Aron and Ilia.



Ilia
Oh...
You’re welcome...

Aron … Are you all going to the arena?

Elemia Yeah, that’s where we’re going.

Aron If so, can we go with you?

Ilia Huh?! Why, brother?!

Aron Isn't it fun to have an adventure with just two people all the time?

Ilia That's not the case, it's better for me alone…

Aron
It's okay, I'm sure it's fun.
These people look like good people.

Vanilla Teehee, I’m feeling a little bashful. ♪

NAVICO I don’t think they’re talking about you.

Vanilla Hey now, don’t make me hit you. ♪

Elemia
Are we okay with that?
Hmm?

Player *Nod*

Aron Good! Well, let’s work together for the time being.

Ilia …

Chapter 12: I'm Going to Hit You Now
The party joined with Ilia and is now heading

to the arena to gather information. Who is Nanami, 
the top ranker in the arena?

Area 1: Cru Ark Approach

Vanilla What kind of adventures did you two have?

Aron
Yes… 
For example, climbing mountains, taking a stroll along the coast?

Elemia That sounds more like a date than an adventure.

Ilia ……

Area 2: Cru Ark Approach

Elemia Is it difficult to level up?

Aron I'd been playing for a long time before Ilia started playing, so it's okay.

Aron Well, I almost never do duels with other players now.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What a waste!



Ilia Eeep!

Vanilla Hey now, don’t intimidate the young lady.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Sorry…

Ilia
Oh…
……It’s okay.

Area 3: Cru Ark Approach

Aron I can see Otsuji Market.

Elemia There are many people here as well, so should I collect information while I'm at it?

Ilia Are there many people? Brother?

Aron It's okay, because we're nearby.

Vanilla Don't get lost ♪

Ilia Ah, okay……

Area 4: Otsuji Market

Elemia
So I asked the people who participated in the arena, 
but it seems that Nanami is not in the arena.

Vanilla Well, where is she?

Elemia Apparently she’s headed for Crying Dragon Mountain.

Vanilla Whaaaaaat?!

Area 5: Otsuji Market

Vanilla I'm sure Set and friends went to Crying Dragon Mountain, right?

Elemia
Set? …Oh, Setsuna, right?
I see, does she have something to do with it?

Aron Are you heading to the Crying Dragon Mountain instead of the arena?

Elemia
Yeah... what about you, Aron and Ilia?
It may be a little far…

Aron
It doesn't matter, I've never been there.
Ilia, shall we go to Crying Dragon Mountain?

Ilia
If brother is going, I’ll go...
And the mountains are better than the arena…

Vanilla Then, let's go on an excursion ♪

Ilia Yeah...

Area 6: Road to Rill

Wolf of the I've heard about Nanami too!



Wilderness

Vanilla You heard she went to Crying Dragon Mountain, right?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

That's right, but it seems like she’s going to see her younger brother!

Vanilla To see her brother? Then I wonder if it has nothing to do with relief?

Elemia Well, let’s go and confirm that.

Area 7: Road to Rill

Elemia Did Aron and Ilia stroll around the continent where Seleca is located?

Aron
Yeah, I've been to the north, but I don't think Ilia has.
Right?

Ilia
Yeah... never been there before.
This is also the first time here…

Vanilla It looks like there is a road in the sea, so it’s interesting ♪

Ilia
Ah, yes... it's beautiful.
Very beautiful…

Aron Yup...

Area 8: Galue Mel North Gate

Vanilla Teehee. We’ve arrived at the gate ♪

NAVICO If you cross through this gateway, you will be in the northern continent, Ru Elu.

Area 9: Ru Elu South Gate

Elemia
Now, it’s the northern side of the gate.
After passing through here, we’re finally in Ru Elu.

Ilia What kind of place is it, brother?

Aron I'm not very familiar with it, sorry.

Elemia Historically, it maintained its neutrality during the war and developed commerce…

Elemia
It feels like a land with a lot of forests due to the influence of the forest guardian's 
township, which has the power of forest custodians behind it.

Ilia Oh, I like the fact that there are many forests...

Elemia
Well, that’s good...
Right?!

NAVICO
Elemia…
Did you do my job for me again?

Elemia
Ilia was pleased.
Isn't that really good?!

Ilia Ah, uh, I... I'm sorry…



Vanilla
Hey, now ♪
Both of you are bothering Ilia ♪

Elemia
Uh... Vanilla is admonishing me...
I'm sorry, Ilia.

NAVICO I'm sorry, Ilia…

Aron Ahaha, let's hurry and go through the gate!

Area 10: Wooded Countryside

Elemia NAVICO, I’ll need a guide.

NAVICO
This district is a sacred forest managed by the forest guardians,
“Wooded Countryside.”

NAVICO
The large oak tree in the center of the town is the sacred tree of the forest,
"Oak of Knowledge Dal Vido."

Ilia
Oh... thank you...
It's a big tree, isn’t it, brother?

Aron
Indeed.
It doesn't look so big from far away.
...Simply amazing.

Area 11: Wooded Countryside

NAVICO
It is great to receive a fortune at the beginning of the year at the Oak of Knowledge Dal 
Vido.

Vanilla
A fortune?
…I only have some bad memories.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Surely they weren’t that bad!

Elemia A good fortune you pluck with gusto.

Player *Nod*

Area 12: Wooded Countryside

Aron
There is such an event at the beginning of the year.
Let's go next year?

Ilia
Yeah... sounds fun.
I want to go too…

Vanilla I also have to get a second chance ♪

Elemia Are we a hindrance to Aron and Ilia?

Area 13: Wooded Countryside



Aron It's about time we get out of the forest.

Elemia
After passing through the forest, you will reach a large road.
Merchants and pilgrims often go through there.

Area 14: Wooded Countryside

Vanilla By the way, what kind of person is Nanami, Wolfie?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

She continues to win consecutive championships in big competitions at Crua Cross.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

It seems to be a story of a noble, high-class, aloof female knight.

Vanilla It seems? Haven’t you met her?!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I don't live in the arena!

Vanilla
You say you're a rival...
but you never fight, do you?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

……Ah.

Area 15: Wooded Countryside



Elemia
Noble, high-class, aloof…
Sounds haughty.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

That's dreadful!
…I guess.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, and I heard that she quite stoic and a monster at training!

Vanilla Maybe I'm too scared to meet her… hehe.

Elemia I don't know if she will give us any information.

Ilia …Scary.

Area 16: West Sil Highway

Elemia
Wolf,  did Nanami say she was going to see her brother?
Is her brother on Crying Dragon Mountain?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

If you ask me, that's right...
But, I’m really not sure…

Vanilla
Huh?
By the way, did you fight someone on Crying Dragon Mountain?

Elemia Now that you mention it... who was it?

Area 17: West Sil Highway

Vanilla
Oh, we can see the Crying Dragon Mountain.
Suddenly Nanami may attack…

Ilia Heeh…

Aron Ahaha, it’s okay.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

That's right!
We're here and I'm not scared!

Player *Nod nod*

Ilia
Ah, yeah…
Uh, thank you…

Area 18: West Sil Highway

Elemia As soon as we pass through the forest ahead, we arrive at Crying Dragon Mountain.

Elemia The slope is steep, so be careful, okay?

Ilia Ah, yes, we’ll do our best…

Aron Hehehe…

Area 19: Red Forest

Vanilla Even Vanilla, who has grown up, seems to be relentless here…



Ilia Wow... it's an amazing slope, isn't it?

Aron Ilia, take my hand, okay?

Vanilla Teehee, I want you to take my hand too ♪

Ilia N-no…

Vanilla I got scolded…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I’ll hold Vanilla’s hand!

Vanilla Well, let’s go ♪

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I can hold your haaaand!!

Area 20: Crying Dragon Mountain

Vanilla Teehee, it's about time to change my job to climber!

Elemia Are you doing alright, Ilia?

Ilia Huff, huff… I’m… fine.

Vanilla Well, we won't give up! Hehe!

Ilia I won’t give up!

Aron Right, that’s good, Ilia!

Area 21: Crying Dragon Mountain

Vanilla We’ve arrived!

Elemia Is something there?

Vanilla
Well, huh?
Huh?!

Vanilla What’s that?!

Urayama Sh★
ingo

You sure are persistent, big sis ♪

??? Be quiet!

???
Today is the time for tenacity...
I'm telling you to strike again!

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Well, I can't beat the top ranker Nanami!

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Haha, I surrender, I surrender ♪

Nanami
You’re always messing around…
If you can’t be serious, don’t bother!

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Sis, you’re too serious ♪
That's why you don’t have a boyfriend ♪

Nanami GAH?!



Nanami
You... don’t ridicule your big sister!
Whether I have a boyfriend or not is no one’s concern right now!

Urayama Sh★
ingo

The duel has already begun.
Sis ♪

Elemia
This is the top ranker Nanami?
Is she Shingo's older sister?!

Vanilla
Looks like she’s busy.
What shall we do?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You’re Nanami?!
I have something to ask, so I expect an answer!

Vanilla Even if you can’t read the mood, there are limits to what you can do!!

Elemia
Did she open her eyes wide?!
She’s staring at us with a fierce face…

Nanami How long have you guys been watching me?!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Uh…
We’re persistent, eh, sis?

Nanami I can't let you go home if you see my ungainly appearance!

Nanami Prepare yourselves!!

Area 21: Crying Dragon Mountain [BOSS]

Nanami
Huh?!
How did you beat me?

Urayama Sh★
ingo

You snapped again, sis ♪
Hehehe.

Nanami
It's probably your fault!
…Hopeless.

Nanami
Ahem, did you say you have something to ask me?
If I can answer, I’ll answer…

Elemia Actually, we are searching for a piece of the relief of the Sin Dragon…

Elemia
It seems that one of them is in the Magical City of Zel Magion, which is said to have 
disappeared.

Elemia Have you ever heard of the location of Zel Magion?

Nanami I see, I'm not interested in the relief, but I have heard of that place.

Vanilla Really?!

Nanami
Zel Magion has not disappeared,
it is said to be sinking in the west sea…

Nanami And it seems that there is a gate connected to a certain place.

Elemia Where is that certain place?

Nanami
On Galue Mel, the southern continent where Seleca is located, there is a tower hidden in 
the "sealed mountain" that spreads out in the middle of it――



Nanami It’s called the Phantom Tower of the Sages…

Elemia Phantom Tower of the Sages? It seems to have something to do with the three wisemen?

Vanilla That means I have to go back again. Hehehe.

Nanami
Well, I'm about to return there.
I’ll go with you.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

I see.
Okay, sis ♪

Nanami What are you saying? You’re going too?

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Yes?

Nanami You will continue training at the arena Crua Cross.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Wait, you’re seriously keeping me back?!
Please forgive me!

Nanami Then I have to report to dad about that unscrupulous act the other day…

Urayama Sh★
ingo

You mean when you wanted to see the arena?

Nanami
That’s it.
That’s why you can’t go.

Elemia Ah, ah…

Chapter 13: Urayama  Abduction★
Nanami went to Crying Dragon Mountain to meet her younger brother.

The party who followed Nanami to Crying Dragon Mountain 
got information on their new destination!

Area 1: Crying Dragon Mountain

Vanilla This descent is pretty tough, isn't it? ♪

Ilia I may fall… Aron.

Aron Okay, take my hand.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla, I can give you a piggyback ride!

Nanami
Oh, strengthening your legs?
That’s a good idea.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Huh? No… oh, oh!

Area 2: Crying Dragon Mountain

Vanilla
The mountain peaks here!
So how do you get back to the south?



Nanami
If it's to an arena, it's close to the land route, but if it's closed in by a mountain, it's faster 
to go by boat from the port town of Sil.

Elemia
Let's go back by boat.
It took a lot of time unexpectedly.

Aron
We're about to say goodbye.
I want to take a walk around here for a little longer.

Elemia Yeah, it’s a shame we’re separating…

Aron We will be with you until you pass through the forest.

Ilia …

Area 3: Red Forest

Aron We've gone through the forest…

Elemia Yeah, this is a farewell for a while.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I wish we could be friends!
…Huh?

Ilia ...Friends?

Vanilla
That's right!
Let's meet again!

Player *Nod*

Ilia
Ah, yeah...
I want to see you again...

Ilia Hehe…

Vanilla Ilia's laughing voice, that may be the first time I’ve heard it ♪

Ilia Ah, uh…

Vanilla Oh dear, she hid behind Aron.

Aron
Thank you everyone...
See you again somewhere.

Ilia See you…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, see you later!

Vanilla Oh, they’re gone…

Area 4: West Sil Highway

Vanilla Going our separate ways is a little lonely after all, isn’t it?

Elemia Yeah, it got really quiet.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

I'm here, honey ♪

Nanami Hey... are you always like that?



Urayama Sh★
ingo

Oh no! In the usual way…
Ah…

Nanami
I see, I see…
Is he always like that?

Vanilla
♪
Hehe.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

NO!

Nanami
Are you looking forward to arriving at the arena, brother?
Hehehe…

Area 5: West Sil Highway

Elemia Isn't it faster to go to the arena by land, Nanami?

Nanami No, I'm going to take a detour and go over the mountains.

Vanilla How stoic... I can't believe it.

Nanami Also, you don't need to call me Nanami over and over.

Nanami We’ll call everyone a normal way, is that okay?

Vanilla Nanamin is handsome!

Nanami Nanamin? (Well, it's kind of cute...)

Area 6: West Sil Highway

Vanilla To be honest, it's really hard to believe that you’re siblings.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

I think so too. ♪

Nanami It's strange... I thought so too.

Vanilla Huh? Do you look alike?

Area 7: West Sil Highway

Vanilla I can see the city.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

I’m so anxious I’m like a calf being sold at the market. ☆

Vanilla Is that cheerfulness I sense?

Nanami
What a shame.
I already bought mine.

Vanilla Hee…

Nanami
Also, it is not a calf that is sacrificed.
It is a lamb.

Elemia You always find a way to complicate things…



Area 8: Uncontested Port of Sil

Vanilla
We’ve arrived!
Which way is the harbor?

Vanilla
Oh, that looks like Bal-bal over there!
Hey, Bal-bal!

Balzac Oh, who might you be?

Vanilla
Huh?
Oh, is this the first time you’ve met this character?

Elemia Balzac, this one was formerly Cocole.

Balzac
Formerly?
This is your second character?

Vanilla
Actually, Cocole got destroyed.
Heehee.

Balzac
That was a disaster...
However, I think this character is also quite charming.

Vanilla Thank you. Heehee ♪

Balzac
Well, regardless of how it looks, 
the character creation is too rough!

Elemia
Did you read my thoughts?
Just as expected.

Vanilla Heehee…

Nanami
Ah, you guys...
Shall we go to the harbor now?

Chapter 14: Ocean Journey
In order to head to the Sage's Phantom Tower as soon as possible, 

the party decided to return to Seleca by ship...

Area 1: Sea Near Sil

Vanilla Oh, that cruise was so easy and pleasant after all. ♪

Player *Nod*

Nanami
I wanted a rougher sea...
Cruises are even better when rolling on rough waves.

Vanilla It’s hard to tell whether you’re a sadist or a masochist…

Area 2: Central Rill Sea

*Stagger*

Elemia Oops, I’m still a little wobbly.



Nanami Gahhh.

Elemia …Gaah?

Nanami What?

Elemia
Nothing…
Why are you holding the handrail so tightly with both hands?

Nanami What about it?

Elemia Nothing…

Nanami …

Elemia …

Nanami There’s no need to be alarmed just because I wavered suddenly.

Elemia (Alarmed?)

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Big sis is surprisingly jittery. ♪

Nanami Why you?!

Elemia (Oh, she was pretty surprised…)

Area 3: Central Rill Sea

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Sis has a hard time with this stuff without Goo. ♪

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Like thunder... and ghosts. ♪ Hahahaha!

Nanami Shingo, I will remember this the next time you come home…

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Sis, a demon in real life too. ♪

Nanami Elemia, are you wise?

Elemia ...I haven't heard anything about your weaknesses, Nanami.

Nanami Marvelous, isn’t it?

Area 4: Central Rill Sea

Vanilla Hey, did you quarrel at home after all?

Nanami Is it reluctant or courageous to suddenly step into the real world?

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Sis lives at our parents' house, but I live alone, so it's no problem. ♪

Nanami Are you answering honestly?!

Area 5: Central Rill Sea

Nanami Look at the land, you can see the fighting arena Crua Cross.



Urayama Sh★
ingo

Ah, that will be my graveyard. ♪

Elemia That’s a little pessimistic.

Nanami Why don't you jump off the boat and go swimming here now?

Urayama Sh★
ingo

I’ll have to decline. ☆

Area 6: Central Rill Sea

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Do you only do duels in the arena, Nanami?

Nanami That’s right.

Nanami
If you fight in a public place like the arena, you can't make excuses no matter what the 
result.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I see. Is that the secret of your strength?!

Nanami Of course, you don’t always get favorable results.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

It's a game, and I hope it's fun.

Area 7: Central Rill Sea

Vanilla After all, you’re siblings and you don't look alike at all, do you?

Urayama Sh★
ingo

I’m similar to sis in some ways.
I’m popular with girls. ♪

Vanilla
Huh? She doesn’t have a boyfriend…
Girls, huh?

Nanami Did you say something, miss?

Vanilla No… nothing.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

I like cute girls. ♪

Vanilla Cute girls?! That person over there…?

Urayama Sh★
ingo

No, no. Haha.
Sis still can't sleep without holding her stuffed toy Goo. ♪

Nanami
Stu, stu, stupid! What are you talking about?!
That's not true!
You’re talking about when we were kids…

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Huh?
When I returned home for New Year’s last year, you still had…

Nanami You’re dead right here right now…



Area 8: Sea Near Seleca

Elemia I can see Seleca.

Vanilla The cruise was easy after all.

Elemia As expected, neither Black Name nor Phantom is appearing.

*Stagger*

Nanami Ahhh...

Vanilla Did you hear a cute voice just now?

Nanami
What voice?
I can’t wait to step firmly on the ground as I like the journey.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Don't tumble suddenly. ♪

Nanami ……

Elemia
Shingo…
Even if your face swells, don't be discouraged.

Area 9: Seleca Harbor

Vanilla
We’ve arrived. ♪
The cruise is comfortable, but I'm relieved to be standing on firm ground.

Nanami
Oh…
The power from the earth will be seen through our legs.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

*Wobble*

Nanami Ugh.

Urayama Sh★
ingo

Phew.

Nanami Can I use this city as your grave marker instead of the arena?

Elemia It’s alright, Nanami, I'm sure nothing happened.

Nanami Of course…

Elemia
Rather than that, I would like to collect information about the Phantom Sages Tower that 
Nanami mentioned.


